Books

**One Author**


**Shortened** West, *Vindicating the Founders*, 99.


**Two or More Authors**


**Shortened** Ellis and Ellis, *Theories of Criminal*, 52


**For four or more authors, list all of the authors in the bibliography; in the note, list only the first author followed by et al. (“and others”).**

**Shortened** Cameron et al., *The End of Time*, 37.

**Edition Other Than First**


**Editors or Compilers**


**Chapter/Essay in an Edited Book/Anthology**

**Multi Author**


**Shortened** Kaplan, “Flag Burning”, 40.


**Single Author**


**Shortened** Phibbs, “Herrlisheim: Diary”, 118.


**Entry from Encyclopedia/Dictionary**


Well-known reference books are usually not listed in bibliographies. (CMOS sec. 14.32).

**Entry from Specialized Reference Book**


See the CMOS sections 14.30 to 14.34 for explanations of shortened citations versus “ibid”
Scriptural Reference

References to the Jewish or Christian scriptures usually appear in text citations or notes rather than in bibliographies. (CMOS sec. 14.239).

9. 1 Cor. 13:1-13 (King James).

Letters Published in a Collection


For single letters see section 14.11 in CMOS

Source Taken from a Secondary Source


If an original source is unavailable, both the original and secondary source must be listed.

Please the Reference Librarian for assistance

Journal Articles

One Author


Shortened Powel, “A Point”, 709.


Two or More Authors


Four to Ten Authors


Shortened Grumbling et al., “Photoelectron Imaging”, 1516.


Magazine Article One Author


If there is no author, begin the citation with title of the article.

Newspaper One Author
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